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Tracklist: m3u - Playlist

A1 Original Mix Listen  
---------------------------------- --------------

A2 Villanova Remix Listen
----------------------------------  --------------

B1 Yooj Deep Down Mix Listen
----------------------------------  --------------

B2 DC Salas Remix Listen      
----------------------------------  --------------

DIGI1
----------------------------------  --------------

 

Release Notes:

After two strong releases on Electronical Reeds, the Brussels-based 
artist Exon Bacon inaugurates Play Label Records with his latest EP, 
Watching Dogs. Play Label Records is the extension of the collective 
Play Label that has become a key player in the music scene of Brussels 
with more than hundreds of events to its credit. This first release sets 
up the artistic direction of this label that seeks to develop a real 
dancefloor approach and a strong party spirit.

The release is opened by the original mix that could be summarize with 
the expression “powerful bassline, persistent heady voice and burning 
dancefloor”. The Parisian duo Villanova embarks us into a spin with a 
darker atmosphere, a deep foreground voice and a strong and repetitive 
gimmick. This remix reminds us why this Parisian duo knows such rapid 
ascent on the worldwide electronic scene. The Berlin-based and San 
Francisco born artist Yooj takes the opposite course to two first tracks with 
a deeper approach and a lighter atmosphere to offer a sunny and tasty 
deep house track that will delight all the dancefloor. Lastly, DC Salas, 
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another Belgian talent, filters the voice, redefines the percussion and 
opens the horizon to take the direction of Tech House track.

This Exon Bacon's EP acts as the foundation stone of a future label to 
keep an eye on and to follow with a great attention.
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